Pilocytic Astrocytoma with Gangliocytic Differentiation to Pilomyxoid Astrocytoma-expanding the Morphological Spectrum: Case Report and Literature Review

Abstract
We present a rare case of pilocytic astrocytoma (PA) with gangliocytic differentiation arising in the suprasellar/chiasmatic region in a young boy that showed a rapid regrowth after the 1st subtotal resection and “differentiated” into pilomyxoid astrocytoma (PMA) in subsequent recurrences. The clinical course, imaging, and histological features have been described with a review of the literature. While PA is well-circumscribed, biphasic tumors with bipolar piloid cells, those arising in the diencephalic region often contain myxoid stroma, angiocentric pattern, and “intermediate” features between PA and PMA. Examples of PMA “maturing” to PA are also on record; however, PA with gangliocytic component differentiating to PMA has not been described in the literature to the best of our knowledge.
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Introduction
Pilomyxoid astrocytoma (PMA), initially described as a variant of pilocytic astrocytoma (PA), over the years got recognition as a distinct entity with higher recurrence rate.[1,2] Until recently, these were regarded as the WHO Grade II neoplasms which reflected their increased tendency to leptomeningeal dissemination and thus the need for distinguishing its morphologic features. However, the recent updated WHO classification has questioned assigning it a higher grade in view of considerable variation in their outcome in different studies.[3] An interesting and rare phenomenon of “maturation” has been observed with examples of PMA undergoing “maturation” to PA in subsequent recurrences[4-6] which is more commonly observed in the “intermediate” lesions. “Intermediate” lesions are tumor displaying features of typical PMA admixed with areas resembling classic PA.[4] Herein, we describe a rare example of PA with gangliocytic component showing a rapid regrowth within 1½ years with differentiation to PMA on the third recurrence. While diencephalic tumors are well known to show intermediate features, PA with gangliocytic differentiation has not been described within the spectrum of “intermediate” lesions. Furthermore, morphologic distinction of PMA is important on account of its aggressive behavior as suggested in a few studies.

Clinical Summary and Imaging
A 3-year-old boy had presented with progressive visual diminution over 9 months. Radiology revealed a brilliantly enhancing large suprasellar mass with bilateral parasellar extension [Figure 1]. The child was operated through a right frontotemporal craniotomy. Partial excision was achieved, and histology revealed a PA with focal gangliocytic differentiation. His vision progressively worsened and he went blind. Repeat radiology showed significant residual component mainly in the left parasellar and suprasellar region. Six months later, the child was reoperated through the opposite side, and tumor was partially excised. At this stage, the tumor stage was characterized by classic PA features. No gangliocytic component was identified. Radiotherapy was deferred in view of young age. Postoperatively, the child required cortisol and thyroxine replacement. He developed excessive body hair and obesity. Gonadotropin-releasing hormone analogs was advised. Magnetic...
resonance imaging (MRI) 1½ years later showed a residual mass which was debulked through a right craniotomy. Histology at this stage revealed features of PMA. The postoperative MRI 6 months later [Figure 2] revealed a smaller residual mass. As the child is 5 years old now, the residual tumor is being irradiated.

**Morphological Findings**

**First resection**

The tumor was defined by regions composed of bipolar piloid cells dispersed in sheets. Rosenthal fibers and eosinophilic granular bodies (EGBs) were also noticed within the glial fragments, some of which were rimmed by linear vascular proliferation. No mitotic figures or necrosis was identified. Few tumor fragments distinctly revealed scattered dysmorphic ganglion cells with binucleation and nuclear irregularities in a background of coarse glial fibers [Figure 3a-d]. These were highlighted by synaptophysin and neuronal nuclear antigen [Figure 3e]. Glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) immunostain highlighted the long, delicate processes of the bipolar piloid cell [Figure 3f]. The tumor was categorized as the WHO grade I neoplasm.

**Second resection**

The resected tumor demonstrated features of classic PA with occasional Rosenthal fibers and EGBs [Figure 4a and b].

**Third resection**

The tumor fragments demonstrated a monomorphous piloid neoplasm comprising spindle bipolar cells set in a dominant myxoid background [Figure 4c and d]. The cell processes were seen converging on the blood vessels giving an angiocentric arrangement [Figure 5a and b]. No fibrillar compact areas or microcystic areas were seen. Rosenthal fibers were absent and EGBs were occasionally encountered. No necrosis or mitoses was identified. GFAP stain highlighted the delicate cellular processes [Figure 5c]. Ki-67 labeling index was low [Figure 5d]. The tumor was classified as PMA, WHO grade II. The tumor did not harbor BRAF V600E mutation as evaluated on genomic deoxyribonucleic acid extracted from paraffin-embedded tissue.

**Discussion**

PAs are well-circumscribed, slow-growing tumors, morphologically defined by a biphasic component with cellular areas of bipolar cells and associated microcystic areas. The presence of Rosenthal fibers and EGBs are helpful clues in their morphological categorization. A subset of PA arising in young children in the diencephalic region (including the hypothalamus, optic chiasm, and suprasellar) demonstrate a slight deviation from its characteristic features, including cytologic monomorphism, small bipolar cells, prominent myxoid matrix, angiocentric pattern, and the relative paucity of Rosenthal fibers and EGBs. These were given a distinct entity in 1999 by...
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Tihan et al.[2] and were called PMA. The histological distinction is crucial for prognostic significance as these are known for an aggressive biological behavior with higher rates of recurrence as compared to classic PAs in some studies.[1,2,4] Leptomeningeal dissemination is also more frequent in PMA than PA.[7] However, the recent WHO update has questioned assigning it a higher grade and agreed on assigning it grade I on account of considerable variation in their behavior, in various studies.[3] These almost always arise in young children with mean age at diagnosis around 3 years.[1] While hypothalamus and the chiasmatic region is the favored location, their occurrence at other sites such as cerebellum,[7,9] spinal cord[9] has also been documented rarely. Interestingly, a curious phenomenon of “maturation” has been described in a small subset of PMA with recurrent tumors “maturing” into PA-like neoplasms.[4,6] This is more frequently observed in tumors with “intermediate” features between PMA and PA designated as “intermediate pilomyxoid forms”.[3] The novelty in the present case is the presence of dysmorphic ganglion cells in PA in the 1st resection with recurrent lesions depicting PMA-like features, an observation which is reverse of “maturation”. Moreover, gangliocytic differentiation within the spectrum of “intermediate forms” has not been earlier described in the literature. While the recurrence in the index case was mainly attributed to the unfavorable hypothalamic/chiasmatic location, the rapid regrowth in this case somehow makes it imperative to assign a definite grade to this tumor.

Activation of mitogen-activated protein kinase pathway by tandem duplication and in-frame fusion of KIAA1549:BRAF and BRAF V600E activating mutation are the most common mechanisms for pathway activation.[10,11] KIAA1549:BRAF fusion, NFI and BRAF V600E mutations have been detected in minority of PMA also.[12-14] Earlier reports have indicated their aggressive behavior with frequent recurrences and cerebrospinal fluid dissemination.[15,16] Investigators have recently observed an increased expression of insulin-like growth factor 2 (IGF2BP) gene, besides developmental genes and extracellular matrix collagens in PMA and have attributed the shorter progression-free survival in these tumors to increased expression of IGF2BP mRNA binding protein 3.[17] Although an isolated and early finding, but a recent report of successful treatment of PMA by vemurafenib is promising.[13] The tumor in index case, however, was negative for BRAF V600E mutation.

Conclusion

The finding of this case expands the morphologic spectrum of “intermediate” forms of PA/PMA arising in chiasmatic region and calls for a close follow-up and may be an aggressive treatment. Their location in the hypothalamic/chiasmatic region presents greater surgical challenge for complete excision and thereby accounts for their local recurrence, as seen in the present example. Nevertheless, a careful assessment of morphologic features and a close follow-up is essential for all diencephalic tumors due to their unpredictable clinical behavior.
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